One Killing-vector solutions of Einstein's equations are equivalent to a three-dimensional space with nonmetric fields. We approach this three-space by the use of Ricci rotationcoefficients and apply the method developed in this paper to show that this three-space admits a Killing-vector if certain rotation-coefficients vanish, and to make some statements about the asymptotical behaviour of solutions of Ernst's equation. § l. Introduction This paper emerged from some aspects of those non-stationary metrics, which can be found by the substitution Petrov-type D and listed in Kinnersley's catalogue') under nr. liB, C, where to it a particle with spacelike velocity is attributed. With the formalism developed in the subsequent sections, we shall in contrary interpret that metric, and also those obtained from the T-S solutions, being Petrov-type I, as an in-and out-going cylindrical gravitational wave.
C. Iloensclaers
solutions it is more specialized than the Newman-Penrose formalism but it is not connected with the Petrov-type of space-time and thus appliciable to spaces of any type, provided they admit at least one non-null Killing-vector. A few preliminary remarks have to be made. Let lvf be a 4-manifold ·with metric ga,J (signature -+ + +) admitting a Killing-vector f" and (1· 2)
Then the set S of trajectories of f" in lvf is a 3-manifold on which one can introduce a metric (signature -+ +) by
Now the empty-space Einstein-equations are equivalent to the equations') (from now on greek indices take the values 0, 1, 2 in S) E"-2 E E;a ;a-E+E ;a ' (1· 4)
-Ra(3= (E+E)E;raE;(3)
( 1· 5) on S, where a semicolon denotes covariant differentiation and Rap the Ricci-tensor on S. The complex field E is defined by E=A.+iru.
(1· 6)
As in three dimensions the Riemann-tensor is dual to the Einstein-tensor, the Bianci-identities reduce to (1·7) which by (1· 5) can be seen to be equivalent to (1· 4). One can regard the whole formalism as a complex scalar field with the Lagrangian .1' = (2/ (E +E) 2 ) X E;aE;a in 3-dimensional Lorentz-space, the field-equations being equivalent to the energy-momentum conservation. § 2. Triad calculus
We deal with a 3-dimensional Lorentz-space in which a real pseudoorthonormal triad-system is introduced by We shall also need the commutator of two intrinsic derivatives, given by (2·8) § 3. Rotation-coefficients
In this section we shall dispense the semicolon notation for the intrinsic derivative for the following:
ancl write all equations in terms of nine real functions
ancl s1x scalars associated with the Ricci-tensor
d (-Jc=rf;,+c(rJ'+c) -((c:-r+27;), JO-Dc-d(c:-r) Of course, these equations are not independent; they are not only subject to conditions like I Rabl = 0, but by (3 · 3) equivalent to the single equation (1· 4), which by the way reads
and its complex conjugate. It is, however, for some purposes easier and more convenient to employ the first-order equations (3 · 5) and (3 · 3) rather than the second-order equations (3 · 6). In this notation the commutators (2 · 8) become
Some of the geometrical meanings of the quantities (3 · 2) may be discussed briefly.
The divergence of the triad vectors is given by (3·8)
The quantity (3 measures the acceleration of the congruence to which a" is tangent by the equation when acting on a scalar of weight s. When writing Eqs. (3 · 4) and (3 · 5) in terms of the new derivative operators, which will not be done at the moment, one sees that while (3·5), (3·4a), (3·4d) and (3·4f) are "good" equations the remaining Eqs. (3·4b), (3·4c) and (3·4e) enter into the commutator equations (3 · 7) which then are no longer mere identities but form an essential part of the formalism. At the end of this chapter it should be emphasized that the choice (2 ·1) of the triad, consisting of two null vectors and one spacelike vector, all of them real, is not the only possible one. One may instead select one real timelike and one complex null vector. The transformation between the two triad-systems is accomplished by
The use of the complex triad gives us four complex and one purely Imagmary rotation-coefficients as well as two complex and two real triad-components of the Ricci-tensor analogous to (3 · 2) and (3 · 3) respectively and shortens Eqs. (3 · 4) and (3 · 5) considerably. Despite of that it has the disadvantage, that concepts like "null geodesics" or "spacelike Killing-vector" are rather cumbersome when formulated in terms of the complex triad. This fact made us choose the real triad-system.
Of course in the complex triad-system one deals with spin-rather than boostweighted quantities. § 4. The triad-system
In this section we return to Eq. (1· 5) and discuss some properties of the Ricci-tensor.
It IS obvious that the vector (4·1)
IS a real eigenvector of the Ricci-tensor with the eigenvalue zero. Its norm IS given by (4·2) and we shall assume that (4·3)
It will be seen in due course how this assumption affects the conclusions. The other eigenvalues of the Ricci-tensor are anyway
where we can conclude that and the normalized corresponding eigenvectors are l
where l/' is a space like and l2" a timelike unit vector. Accordingly we may employ the triad-system 
which has just the properties listed in (2·1). Now the effect of assumption (4·3) can be seen. I£ k" is timelike, the other two eigen\'ectors are spacelike and we can choose the triad-system of (3 · 17).
One may furthermore ask for the principal null-vectors of the Riemanntensor. In three dimensions the defining equations for those vectors
As these equations go over into triad notation unchanged and in the triad-system (l1", l,C'. c") the Ricci-tensor becomes diag (e1 , -le2 1, 0), the ansatz -V" =xl1a +yl,"' +zc" being timelike would not affect this conclusion. As k,k"'~-e1 e, it would lead to either el.2>0 or e1, 2 <0 while lf,, would be spacelike. Accordingly the effect of ( 4 · 7) would not be changed at all.
The great advantage of the triad-system (4·6) 1s that it gives by (3·3) and For the proof of this theorem we shall write out all of Eqs. (3 · 4), (3 · 5) and (3 · 7) as well as the Killing equations using the triad ( 4 · 6) because of ( 4 · 8) and in the notations (3 ·15) and (3 ·16). The equations will then be seen to lead to some conditions for the rotation-coefficients and after imposing them it will be seen from Killing's equations, that c 1 ' is proportional to a Killing-vector. Jlv1oreover we need the Killing-equations. Therefore we write the general Killingvector as r;"=X,a"+X2h"+X,c".
The scalars X1o X,, X, have the boost weights -1, 1, 0 respectively. The Killingequations 'YJca:m == 0 lead when being multiplied by (a"(/ to the following six equations, which are all perfectly "good" boost-weight equations: where a superscript on a quantity denotes that the quantity is annihilated by the operator of the indicated boost-weight, e.g., dj 0 = 0. Accordingly from (5 ·1c) (r-s)¢4+(¢5=0.
15X2 =0 15X,+]Xz+
Furthermore we have by application of d on ¢5 and ¢2 with the help of (5 · 6)
Going back to Eq. (3 · 8) we calculate using ( 4 · 6)
where we have already used that E;"k 1 ' = 0. As it 1s obvious from the definition of k~ that k 1 ';~'=0, we have as ¢4 = ¢1°
and thus
s=r.
This together with (5 · 8) establishes
(3=(=s-r=O.
What remams IS to solve the other field-equations as far as possible. This means, imposing all constraints, which appear when applying the commutators (5 · 3) to the various fields. So gives (5·3b) on¢, using (5·1b) and (5·9) Here we need the condition stated in the theorem:
As we have by applying (5·3b) on 0 and using (5·2a) We have now exhausted the equations and imposed all possible constraints. We cannot proceed further. But we are advanced enough to show that (5 · 5)
are perfectly integrable equations, which may easily be shown by applying any of the commutators (5 · 3) to X 3. We thus know that c~ is proportional to a Killing-vector.
In course of the proof we have assumed that ¢ 2¢ 5 -r/14 2 >0 or the vector k~ from ( 4 ·1) be space like. Now let it be time like and employ the triad (3 · 21). Then the proof runs just as above. A little bit more discussion deserves the case when !~" is a null-vector. From ( 4 · 2) we have then that (Re E),a~(Im E),a and we may thus write the Ricci-tensor as proportional to the tensor-product of a single gradient. Hence we can build a triad with the eivenvectors of the Riccitensor; one of them proportional to that gradient, the other two orthogonal to it, which leaves us only with one non\·anishing rf;. It is then considerably easy to derive the desired result from (5 ·1) ~ (5 · 3) in an analogous manner. (So, for example, if the nonvanishing rf; is ¢, we have without further calculation from (5 ·1c) that ( = 0.) These additional remarks complete the proof of our theorem. As it can easily be shown that the vector ka defined in ( 4 ·1) Lie-derives the Ricci-tensor, and as it is well known that <ha 8~1'fRaw V•/e have as a side-result of the theorem that the converse of the above statement for a space satisfying (1· 4) and (1· 5) requires the two additional conditions which are, by the way, equivalent to the first of Eqs. (5 ·13) and ( = 0.
As it is known that if the three-space admits a Killing-vector which Lie-derives E, then there exists a corresponding Killing-vector in the four-dimensional spacetime,') we have by the theorem that a £our-space with one Killing-vector will admit a second one, if the conditions stated in the theorem hold. § 6. AsymtoticaJ behaviour
In this section we shall investigate the asymptotic behaviour of solutions of the Ernst-equation, i.e., of solutions of Einstein's equations with two Killing-vectors, which are assumed to be both space-like. The metric on S thus has the form:
d}; 2 = 2fdudr + n" do 2 (6 -1) and we chose the triad (6 ·2) where >ve know that c 11 is proportional to a Killing-vector. Using the fact that the Lie-derivatives of the triad-vectors with respect to that Killing-vector vanish, we have:
and a similar equation replacing a'' by b''. We know moreover that c"' 3 rcaCJ;r=O and that a 1 , = u, P• b"~r. w Collecting all this information about the rotation coefficients we find (6· 3)
It seems reasonable to write clown the surviving equations (3·4), (3·5), (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) and (4·5). Note that \Ve use the notation of § 3 because for dealing with asymptotical properties the ~-notation is not appropriate. Furthermore we do not The differential operators are
Dc-cO=O,
Je-e(o-c) =0 
The global properties of S depend on whether 11 1s constant or not. If 11 IS constant, the Killing-vector of S is a translation and in JI \Ye have something like plane-fronted gravitational wm·es. If 11 is not constant, we may choose it as a non-null coordinate, thus seeing that the Killing-vector in this case has closed orbits and we can expect cylindrical waves. This is the case relevant for the Ernst-equation which we want to tackle.
Our assumptions thus can be stated as follows:
I.
The Killing-vector of S has closed orbits and without loss of generality:
II. rp5 approaches zero like
The meamng of the order symbols used is: f(r, u) =O(r") means lf(r, u) I <rng(u) for some function g(u) and all r greater than some ro;· Condition I assures that we are dealing with some cylindrical-field problem, while condition II describes how S approaches a flat space for large r.
From these assumptions we shall prove (6 ·14)
In course of the proof we shall need the lemma: Lemma. Let A be independent of r and
Then the solution of is bounded as r---+=.
In fact, this lemma is a special case of the lemma given m the NewmanPenrose paper, where also the proof may be found.
We know by (6·8), (6·10) and (6·12) c = -(jf = 1 = l_ + 0 (r-') (6 -15) r+ u r and usingf=-c(}-' in (6·5a) we find where the lemma applies on r 2 (} 2 to yield Furthermore we have or with (6·5a) O=O(r'), f=0(1).
Df=O(r-2 ).
The commutator (6 · 7) on f gives with (6 · 9) JDf+fDo=O (6 ·16) (6·17) (6 ·18) and acting with j on (6 ·17) and eliminating j(j and JDf one arrives at where the lemma shows that r!=0(1) -:";>Do=O(r 2 ) (6 ·19) and now it is obvious that (6·5b) with (6·6) and (6·5c) with (6·15) respectively established (6 ·13).
We have now proved the main statement of this section, but we are anyway able to obtain more information on the asymptotical behaviour. So we can from (6 · 5a) conclude that The existence of two Killing-vectors in lvf restricts the rotation coefficients 111 S to a large extent. However, it can be shown that more than two Killingvectors in Ai generally do not lead to more simplifications. This can be seen by considering that if one triad-vector is chosen to be parallel to one Killingvector, the other triad-vectors are fixed up to a boost by (2 ·1).
